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Pursuing various interests, Matthews acted in various local productions. In time, Reynolds had Matthews join
him on stage, and eventually Matthews was persuaded to record some of his own songs. Reynolds and
Matthews in performing in Amherst, MA in one of many acoustic shows the two play as a duo. Matthews
focused primarily on songwriting and performances with the Dave Matthews Band from to DMB is an artistic
blend of acoustic guitar, bass, sax, drums and fiddle music. Wooten soloed in the second part of the Daniel
Lanois song, "The Maker", and also in " 41 " on the live album Live in Chicago. The Flecktones also opened
for DMB on several tours. He played a piano-playing musical savant who ended up having the two
hemispheres of his brain severed from each other in order to recover from his epilepsy, but at the expense of
his musical abilities. Dave had a piano double for the complex pieces, but played the simpler pieces himself.
Matthews was also a cast member and performer in the popular music documentary, Before the Music Dies.
He later decided to plant grapes on the property, since it is located within both the Virginia and Monticello
viticultural areas. Blenheim Vineyards was founded in , and currently produces 5, cases of wine per year,
including their signature Petit Verdot and several special edition wines which have featured unique labels with
drawings by Matthews himself. This eventually led to the formation of a band called The Nauts with
Matthews, Dylan, Blade, and the Sexton brothers as members. However, there has been no news regarding an
album release since that jam session. Politics[ edit ] Matthews published an Internet video prior to the U.
Presidential election , urging viewers to vote without advocating any candidate. He mentioned only Ralph
Nader by name, and updated fans about the recording sessions for Everyday. Although his music often
explores political and social issues, Matthews refrained from public campaigning for presidential candidates
until He cast his support strongly with Democratic nominee John Kerry , performing at political events
including the Vote for Change tour. Matthews also supported Barack Obama for President in , both in the
primaries and in the general election. The tickets were distributed by the Obama campaign. Matthews has
often supported environmental initiatives, such as biofuel availability and the fight against global climate
change. He is a major donor to the gubernatorial campaign of progressive Charlottesville politician Tom
Perriello.
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In mid, Farrell was searching for a bassist to replace Kelly Wheeler in the faltering Psi-com. Avery was
uncertain because of their differing tastes in music, but eventually relented. While the group decided to sign
with Warner Bros. Records , they insisted on releasing their debut on independent record label Triple X
Records first. Navarro later stated he had almost no recollection of working on the album due to his addiction
to heroin. To support it, the band embarked on a lengthy tour. Farrell recalled, "That thirteen-month tour
behind Ritual was half the reason we wound up unable to stand one another. The headliners began to get more
exposure than ever before: During the very first Lollapalooza show, Farrell and Navarro got into a fight
onstage [20] after violently bumping each other mid-song. The band walked off, but came back to play an
encore ; however, the fight continued and Navarro eventually threw his guitar into the crowd. Differences
between the members on the issue of drug use on the "Ritual" tour led to a schism: Farrell and Perkins
regularly partook, while Avery and Navarro abstained. According to Spin , Vol. Navarro quickly agreed to do
the same. The two told their management, who in turn tried to convince them to play in Japan, but Avery and
Navarro only wanted to play as much as was contractually obligated. They produced a compilation album
entitled Kettle Whistle featuring two new songs with Flea on bass. As a drummer, he was very exciting for me
to work with. Steve [Perkins] played on three of the songs, and Dave [Navarro] played with Steve on the
single. Fans were told to expect a "Sexual Psycho Circusâ€¦ half-naked, penny rafters, guitar solos, and tribal
drums They entered the studio with producer Bob Ezrin in , recording as a band for the first time in over 10
years. The result was a fourth album, Strays. Reaction was generally favorable, [26] with Rolling Stone
reporting that "The band sounds familiar" and "beefier" though without the "glint of madness" of the original
line-up. The band spent on an extensive worldwide tour in support of Strays, including a summer headliner
slot in a reincarnated Lollapalooza U. This was the first performance with bassist Eric Avery since , taking
place after their acceptance speech for the "Godlike Genius Award". To follow this up, the original line up
performed their first full set in 17 years in Los Angeles on October 23, at La Cita Bar, and played two further
club gigs at the El Cid in Los Angeles on November He became the referee for a day and after that day I think
he was done. And we had some fun writing some new things. A handful that are close to finished, but not
quite done. The episode included an interview with the band by program host, Nic Harcourt. On August 3, the
band released the second single entitled " Irresistible Force ". The initial release date for new album was
scheduled for September 27, , [59] but was postponed until October. The Great Escape Artist was released on
October 18, I want to do that. Also in , the band contributed a cover of Sympathy for the Devil to Sons of
Anarchy. This track also appeared on the soundtrack album Songs of Anarchy: On August 8, , the band
released a stream of a new single, "Another Soulmate". Their star is located at Hollywood Boulevard. Special
guests on the tour included Dinosaur Jr.
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Early influence[ edit ] On his Instructional Guitar DVD Navarro tells how he started playing guitar at the age
of seven after hearing a Jimi Hendrix song at a skate park. Personal tensions, however, led to their breakup in
The band put out one self-titled album in Rick Rubin was involved in the production and Butthole Surfers
singer Gibby Haynes makes a guest appearance. After two years of touring on and off with Red Hot Chili
Peppers, and his subsequent heroin relapse, Navarro was fired in over "creative differences. The band entered
the studio with veteran rock producer Bob Ezrin , resulting in the album Strays and the Lollapalooza tour in
support of the album. Navarro began working with Camp Freddy during this time. The show was a great
success and was released on DVD in the fall of Navarro appeared in two tournaments on Celebrity Poker
Showdown in In the third tournament of the series, he won his qualifying game and appeared in the
championship round. In the fourth series, he appeared only in a qualifying round. During this time, Navarro
has his own internet radio station. He soon broadened his creativity with an internet talk show called: The
show highlighted avant-garde subjects, artistry, and the human condition. In , Navarro also teamed with
Teravision to direct his first adult movie, Broken starring Sasha Grey , in the first of a planned series of
celebrity-directed adult movies. Both songs were previously released on their self-titled Live album. Despite
being in the band for five years and playing on one album, Navarro was not inducted. When the announcement
was made of the induction, Navarro said he was happy for the band but later said he had no plans to attend the
ceremony, which was held in April They eventually selected original members, current members and those
who have appeared on multiple albums. Ex-Peppers guitarist, Jack Sherman disagreed and felt that both he
and Navarro were being treated unfairly by the band and they, in fact, did have a say in who was inducted.
Chad Smith was the only band member to acknowledge both Navarro and Sherman along with other former
members during his induction speech. SVU , playing a sound engineer. He is seen in the film "Gift" and the
"Stop" video playing a blue Ibanez RG, which suggests it was used in the recording of the album Ritual de lo
Habitual. During the Ritual tour, he primarily played a custom-shaped single cutaway gold Ibanez. He has
several models in his regular stage and studio rig, and was only the third PRS artist to have both a
Maryland-made and SE version of their Signature Model. For large gigs he will also use a Marshall Mode 4
for clean tones. In the studio he is also commonly known to use a Vox AC30 for cleans and a Bogner
Uberschall for dirty tones. According to an interview with Navarro on Gibson.
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Jane's Addiction is an American rock band from Los Angeles, formed in The band consists of vocalist Perry Farrell,
guitarist Dave Navarro, drummer Stephen Perkins and bassist Chris Chaney.
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The band assembled for the accompanying US tour consisted of Navarro, guitarist Dave Kushner, bassist Miiko
Watanabe and drummer Angel RochÃ©, Jr.. In , Jane's Addiction reformed with bass player Chris Chaney, and started
work on a new album.
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